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PROFZSSOR NOREERT WEINER
MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNICOLOGY
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACUSETIS.

DFAR SIR.=

CEVEHAL YEARS AGO I WAS ENABL-
ED TO PURCHASE FROM THE PUBLISHERS =

NATIONAL EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE, Inc,

AT THAT TIWE GIVING THE ADDRESS «

37 WEST 47th STREET
NEY YORK, N. Y.

A’ SFRITS OF SHORT TREATISES BY EMINENT MATHELATICIANS

ALIONG THE MOST VALID OF WHICH VAS 05 BY YOULLILY, COV-
FRING PHASES CT TX SULCNCT CT CACits. 7 =

Lew, I Vialulle THIS SHORT WOKK VERY HIGHLY, BUT
IT APPEARS TO AVE TIEN EITHER HISLAID Ch DARIN OUT
OÙ TIE HOUSS.

I ILAVS VRITTEN TU PUIJISITHSO AT THE NEW YCRK
ADDRESS HIVEN ABCVE BUT TIS LETTHL LETURISD VITH THE
POSTAL STATIONT THAT TOUTES CAR IG OUCH FIRU AT THIS
ADDRESS,

SHOULD YOU HAVE INFORMATION AS TO VITE I COUILD
CONTTACT TIIS PIR: ATD ASCITTAIN WHETHER A COPY UF THIS
BOOK COULD RE SECURED OULD YOU OBLIGE, USING THE IN-
CI.OSTD ADDPMSSTD WNTILOPYE, BY CONVIVING OI ADIETSS
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237 E, Queen St,
Hampton, Va,

Dr. Norbett Veiner
MeITe
Cambridge lass.

Dear Sire

I have been reading about
the machine that can play checkers
and I became curious to know what
progress is being made towards
developing a machine that can play
chess,

Could you send me some infor-
mation on this subject?

Respectfully,.
F
4

Gerald C, Teicher



Columbia Tnibersity
inthe City of IetuPork

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

HAVEMEYER HAL.

1. danary 19

Frofessor Worbert siener
Department V ‘nematies
Massachuse” Institute of Technology
Jambrider Massachusetts

ear PFrofasser 13 ener-

I was very glad, indeed, to read your pleasant .
Je sha.’ » just as happy to hear vou speak next veur.

.tter.

Sometime early next winter, I shall contact you again
tc take care of ths details of time and places I wish you a
fine trin abroad.

Sincerely yours,
, [tars
.. La ER Be

7." "Sam Bagha-—-r



UNIVERSITY OF OREGON
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS

EUGENE, OREGON

DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS January 18, 1960

Professor N. Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

At the present time I am preparing a short article
on Cybemetics for a Polish encyclopedia, While rereading
your book The Human Use of Human Beings I note that in
Chapter I you state that a Polish scientist, in the early
nineteenth century, had also introduced the term "cybemetics".
I would be greatly obliged should you be kind enough to
send me the name of this scientist and the context in which
the term was introduced, or a reference that I might consult.

Thanking you, I remain,

Respectfully yours,

Ty \
f erucha-Ër.
A, T. Bharucha-Reid

ATB-R
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MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

January 18, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
M.I.T. 2-276

Dear Professor Wiener:

Sales of your books on our list for the last half of 1959
look like this:

Cybernetics

Nonlinear Problems in

Random Theory

Extrapolation . . . of

Stationary Time Series

Last six months

’

y

»

269

Total

33,152

2,515

5,122

We are moving right ahead on the corrected edition of

Cybernetics, and hope to have copy ready for the printer
in about a month.

Very truly vours,

pa

Lynwood Bryant
Director

LB:cp
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Prof. llorbert Wiener
Department of Mathemati
M. I. Te. College
Cambridge, Macsachusetts

Near Prof. Wiener:

It was a great pleasure to speak with you during my recent visit to
Vo Ie Te In the excitement of having unexpectedly met you, I am afraid ~
failed to respond as much as I would have liked, to two interesting com-
nents that vou made during the course of our conversation.

[ was particularly interested in your comments about Dr. Cabor's approach
to the multiplier and your modification thereof. I recall your statement
to the effect that the information is available in a small manuscript
containing Dr. Cabor's acceptance address. However, I have been unable
to find a more complete reference to the manuscript. If it is not too
nuch of an imposition, I would greatly sppreciate receiving a more
detailed reference from vou, to sseist me in locating a copy of the
nanuserint.

You also asked if I had been givirg thought to 'living circuite'. I
rave been doing come minor work in this area durire the past few months
although I refer to them as adaptive mecheniems. Incidentally, your
recent book "itandom Processes" and Von Neumarn's "The Computer snd the
rain initiated my interest in them.

I wich again to express my pleasure in having met you and sincerely
hope that the opportunity will present iteelf again in the near future.

Dre

-

 7 Manager
-n Laboratory

3

JAF sd

oh FR  OT HI NG FI NER THAN STROMBERG -CARLSON™"
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= © east ohio. chicago ll, 1llinois

January 18, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener.

A speech you recently made in Chicago, and which was
subsequently picked up by the newspapers and by TIME,
interests me as a possible idea for our paces.

I refer to the possibility of machines one day outstripping
and outwitting man. Though, of course, an old idea in
fiction, going back at least as far as Capek's R.U.R.,
it has never before struck me so vividly, so forcibly,
with so much reality. I would like to see this concept
linked in an article to another, related, subject...and
here you must bear with my foggy memory and non-existent
scientific training. I remember a piece in SCIENTIFIC
AMERICAN, perhaps three or four years ago, which explored
the possibilities of self-reproducing machines. Do you,
by any chance, remember that article? If not, I will dig
it up for you, contingent upon your reaction to the
following naragraph:

The point of all this: would you be interested in doing
for us an article combining both ideas? Do you have the
time and the inclination? Though we are not a technical
magazine, our readership has a high level of awareness and
such an article need not be excessively "popular." Just say
ves or no now, and if yes, I will go into details of length.
price, ete. Mav I hear from you soon?

Cordiallw
—gr

Ray Ru
Fyecnt

RR: *
Air Mail michigan 2-100¢C
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18 January 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Y

 FT
-

Having noticed several newspaper accounts concerning
your paper on "The Technical Development of Automatization
and Some of its Moral Consequences" as delivered in Chicago,
I wondered if it would be possible to obtain a copy for re-
search purposes.

The attached article written in 1958 indicates some
degree of my interest in the phenomenon of large scale man-
machine systems. I em writing a second article which proposes
the development of a new system analysis technique, and I
would like to quote or refer to your paper.

Sincerely yours,
py.

Enclosure



Systems . . . Par ramie Apr roach lo
- - ron

by W. Sidney Taylor

THE BASIC concept of systemsengineering is probably best de-
scribed by a little ode from the Mar-
tin Aircraft Systems Fngineering
Manual:

“Now in building aircraft, remem-
ber too!

\n integral plan must be carried
through:

Lest the weapon prove an un-

happy thing y
With a jet too strong or a weakly

wing,
With a tail too low or a cost

too high,
With inadequate radar or fuel

supply,
With a bombing load somewhat

over-weight,
Or a system, perhaps, going out

of date—
Designed too early or built too

late!”
Rapid advances in science and tech-

nology are tending to preshape not
only our personal lives, but our in-
dustrial progress and national destiny
as well. Atomic power, the jet air-
plane and the TV set are but a few
of many product and weapon systems
which are today changing the Amer-
ican way of life and the American
standard of living.

The effect of this phenomenon has
been an increasing emphasis by top
management—not only in business and
industry but also in government—to
think, plan and manage in terms of
major operational “systems.”

What do we mean by a “system”?
A system, as the writer sees it, is
an aggregation of interacting functions
or components which have been’ as-
sembled to achieve a specific objective
or effect. In principle, this applies to
a product, a weapon, a production line
or an administrative process. Fach has
a purpose for being and each is an
aggregation of related components. In-
herent in this thinking is the premise
that almost everything we do, make,
operate or construct involves a system.

A system as such may involve hu-
man mechanical chemical or struc-

ta Management, sé must concentrate upon the
“whole system” to avoid what one management
consultant aptly described as “polishing brass on
 4" 55

a sinking shin.

ural components. As a composite it
may have operational, logistic or com-
sat objectives. Determining precisely
what is and what ie not a “system” is
surely relative. An air base involving
3,000 people and 50 airplanes can be
1 svétern. À servo mechanism on one

virplane on the same air base can also
se a system. It all depends upon the
evel of management involved and the
cope of analysis.

In the past, systems engineering
srinciples bave largely been limited
n application to the product-cesign
y military-weapon fields. Industrial
lesigners and engineers, particularly
in the aircraft field, have leaned heav-
ly upon the systems approach in de-
eloping large, complex, interacting
yperational systems such as are in
solved in guided missiles, supersonic
rvircraft or radar networks, etc. How-
ver, à gradual transition is now oc-
vurring in the management field where
he application of operations-research
md systems-engincering principles is
yecoming more and mare common-
slace. -

ers “the megabuck decision.” This ex-
pression reflects the risk often involved
in the modification of a major opera-
‘jonal system. À million dollars (or
megabuck) is often committed by the
adoption of a single policy, plan, as-
sumption or operational concept. Ford
Wfotors” introduction of the Edsel, for
sxample, was a 250-million-dollar
‘product system” decision. This is a
king-size example. However, manv
werage-size business and industrial en-
terprises face million-dollar decisions
it least once a year. In the military
services, the modernization of a bom-
ber command, a naval task force or an
airborne Army division may often in-
volve billion-dollar  “weapon-svstem”
decisions.

Compounding this problem is the
fact that decisions, like equipment,
also become obsolete. A system based
upon policies, concepts, or planning
assumptions appropriate a year ago
may be a costly way of doing business
today due to technological, economic
nr lerislative changes. The Jones and
lamson adage, “The man who needs
1 new machine tool is already paying
for it,” also applies to products, weap-
rms or operational systems.

Expanding this point in a recent
ORSA article, Dr. Ellis A. Johnson,
Operations Research Office, Johns
Hopkins University, pointed out:

“Up until about 1000 A.D. weap-
ons had a lifetime of about 400
years; from about 1500 A.D. until
the beginning of the twentieth
century, a lifetime of about 50
years. But today weapons systems
have a lifetime of about five
years, and tend to be obsolescent
by the time the first units come
off the production line,”

Recognizing this trend towards in-
rerent complexity, risk and obsoles-
cence in large-scale operations, both
industry and Government are placing
greater emphasis upon the so-called
“systems approach.”

Systems engineering, similar to oper-
ations research, begins with a “whole
wvstem” attitude. This requires an ini-

x + 1 * ° &lt;&gt;

Why Systems Engineering:
One of the primary reasons for this

ransition is the complex and pano-
amic nature of the action systems in-
erent in today’s age of big business,
vig industry and big defense. Both
veapon and product systems often in-
rolve all of the physical and many of
he social sciences. As Goode and
Aachol wrote in their recent book
system Engineering “There are more
f us: we interact with one another
nore often; and we move with greater
peed. We do more things, more kinds
sf things, and more difficult things.”
n such a climate, it is no longer suffi
sient to simply build the better mouse-
rap. Today's manufacturer or ecxecu-
jive must think and plan in terms of
in entire mousctrap system.

At the same time, today’s opera-
jonal systems (product, logistic or
veapon) introduce new magnitudes of
isk. Decision-making, particularly at
an management levels. often encount

4 _ MTC FA LNT grea



‘ial determination of the boundaries
and objectives of the system itself in
sroad terms. Once these are defined,
‘hen systems engineering is primarily
concerned with optimizing operations
in terms of the whole system rather
than with improving operations within
one division or function. However, in
srder to understand the whole system,
study must be made into the various
major components, their roles and in-
‘eractions with one another. For this
reason, work at the level of the whole
organization or system requires a dif-
ferent attitude on the part of man-
agement than work conducted within
one segment of the organization.

This attitude has been described in
various ways by people from industry
or business such as Mel Hurni of
General Electric, who says:

“In GE, there is a growing under-
standing that the real power of
operations research lies not so
much in the solution of individual
problems as in providing an in-
creasingly clear vision of a busi-
ness as a whole . . . a basis for

inderstanding by all our man-
agers of their responsibilities
within the almost autonomous de-
partments that they run.”

John E. Kusik, Vice President,
Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Com-
sany, puts it thus:

“Operations research may be de-
ined as analysis of operations for
decision making purposes and for
designing efficient operating sys-
tems. The only element of new-
ness in OR is a systematic search
for opportunities for application
of scientific techniques developed
in the various fields of science.
[ts greatest contribution to busi-
ness lies in the emphasis on view-
ing problems from a company-
wide perspective.”

OR or systems thinking tends con-
tinually to reorient the modern man-
ager towards the fact that he is not
only managing men or machines—but
nore importantly that he is adminis-
cering a whole operational complex
often involving an interacting mixture
3f people, machines, objectives, hu-
man motivations, controls, planning,
programming, policies, methods, en-
vironments, etc. These include multi-
dimensional factors and elements many
of which cannot be easily quantified
nor structurally portrayed. Once this
awareness is achieved, it then becomes
apparent that interactions between
these various forces require the most
skillful type of management analysis.

This has resulted in a multidisci-
line approach which was summarized
by Professor Russell L. Ackoff, Case
Institute of Technology, in a talk
‘ecentlv:

‘Operations research can be
haracterized very briefly as the
scientific investigation of prob-
lems involving the management
of organized man-machine sys-
‘ems. It should be reemphasized
‘hat many of the phases of such
problems are investigated by vari-
sus branches of engineering and
science, but it is the whole prob-
em—the problem in all its
ispects—that is the subject of
yperations research. Thus it is for
his reason that the industrial
angineer sees industrial engineer-
ing in OR, the economist sees
sconomics, the statistician sees
statistics, the cyberneticist sees cy-
bernetics, and so on. It is all of
these things and more. The ‘more’
arises out of the integration of
all of these approaches.”

In the weapon-systems area the Air
’orce, for example, has defined (AFR
;-47) a weapon system thus:

“A weapon system is composed
of equipment, skills, and tech-
niques, the composite of which

&gt;

A -
AP

forms an instrument of combat,
usually, but not necessarily, hav-
ng an air vehicle as its major
operational element. The com-
slete weapon system includes all
elated equipment, materials, serv-
ces, and personnel required
solely for the operation of the
air vehicle or other major element
of the system, so that the instru-
nent of combat becomes a self-
sufficient unit of striking power
in its intended operational en-

vironment.”
In terms of the multibillion-dollar

leployment of resources involved in
war national defense programs, a
veapon-systems concept becomes an
mportant management tool, if not a
veapon itself, directed towards insur-
ng optimum distribution of resources
ind effort. This concept was largely
outlined in a statement from the
Hoover Commission Task Force on
3esearch and Development in the

ederal Government (May 1900}:
“The increasing application of’
science and technology in the in-
strumentation of warfare has
brought about a major change in
the character of weapons. An in-
tegration of the operating ele-
ments into a ‘weapons system’ is
the growing pattern of weaponry.
A single element of the system
cannot be developed independent
of the others.”

In weapon systems, the primary
yroblem is not always technological;
n many cases, it is managerial. We
nay have the people, the skills, the
squipment and the know-how. Success
nay not depend upon resources as
uch, but rather upon how we utilize
ind deploy resources. In today’s global
veaponry race, any single component
an become operationally or tech-
1ologically obsolete overnight

The same problem exists in business
ind industry. Without proper deploy-
nent of resources, it-is possible to
yperate an efficient, yet ineffective,
yusiness. Like tactics versus strategy

art

mn the battlefield, it is possible to win
à battle and thereby lose a war. Some
susiness firms which have emphasized
ficiency and economy have neverthe-
ess fallen in the competitive race.
Chis does not mean to encourage slip-
hod methods, wasteful practices, nor
nefficiency. However, it does empha-
ize the need for concentrating upon
he “whole system” to avoid what one
nanagement consultant aptly described
1s “polishing brass on a sinking ship.”

Undér modern tax laws, for ex-
ymple, some large firms actually seek
neficiency in the form of tax-loss cor-
yorations. Uniquely enough,» when
osses are injected into a large -cor-

porate system (under present tax
ules), they often improve overall
srofit effectiveness. The same situation
&gt;xists on the production line. One OR
tudy, for example, revealed that full
1Hilization of productive capacity actu-
ly reduced the profit potential of
un industrial firm by $250,000. It is

Lr 1ae



at this point that we begin to differ-
entiate between the scientific manage-
ment problems of the late 1920s and
the strategic management exemplified
by OR and systems-engineering tech-
niques of today.

Advancements in data processing
are having the interesting side effect
sf making managements look at their
whole enterprises or businesses, in
some cases, for the first time in their
existence. Integrated data processing,
particularly, is forcing modern man-
agements to think in at least two di-
mensions: (1) analysis of major func-
tions in a vertical sense, down through
various organizational echelons; and
(2) analysis of the interactions be-
tween major functions—in a horizontal
sense—across the board.

This is one of the primary reasons
for the expanding role and importance
of the computer (analog or digital).
Human ability to memorize the nu-
merous elements involved in large-
scale business or government opera-
tions is no match for a battery of tire-
less electronic memory devices contain-
ing possibly 5,000,000 characters with
individual access timed in a matter

of milliseconds. This has given rise to
one of the most important applications
of the computer—its ability to simu-
late large-scale operations, on paper,
from data or information often too
voluminous or complex for human
~omprehension.

This process was summarized in a
recent WALL STREET JOURNAL article
concerning activities of the RAND
Corporation in working for the Air
Force.

“Some of RAND’s best brains
dwell in a world of pretense—a
world of violence in which the
casualties are often shocking but
so far purely imaginary. They are
conducting an endless series of
mock air battles by feeding com-
plex data into a huge, flashing
malog computer. The object: To
discover, by bloodless trial and
error, the best combination of
nen, weapons and tactics to crush
an enemy.”

However, computers and data pro-
cessing are only one facet of the total
systems problem. As more complete,
and current, management information
becomes available through integrated
data processing, the decision-making
process at top management level be-
come more, not less, difficult. The ulti-
mate problem in large management
control systems is not one of collection
but rather one of interpretation, analy-
sis and synthesis of what the readings
on the electronic instrument panels of
management really mean. Nobody has
vet developed a black box to replace
suman i&amp;udgment. Managers still have

o manage. The data-processing prob-
em really begins when the fimal re-
ort, electronically prepared and elec-
ronically computed, lands on the
resident’s desk. At this point, the role
f the modern executive becomes one
f a master synthesizer who must
ecognize and relate all the important
Jements of an entire operating system
—before making megabuek decisions.

I'he Challenge
lo Management

Underlying this situation is the fact
hat improvements are nceded in the
achniques for comprehending and
panaging large-scale man-machine sys-
ems. Operations research is one of the
nost promising developments to date.
Towever, like Alice in Wonderland,
wdern managements must Îcam to
cep through the looking glass of pres-
nt-day operations into a never-never
ind of yet unborn, yet unknown, prod-
cts or weapons. This is not easy. In
aany areas, 90% of the products or
seapons in use today were completely
nknown or unborn as recent as the

930s. Advancements in basic science
ave opened up the way for complete
reakthroughs in applied science or
schnology. In weapon systems, for ex-
mple, modern electronics and nu-
leonics have made the guided missile
; wild deuce in the poker deck of air-
ower. In product systems, automation,
1ew materials and new resources are

reating a situation where our ability
o produce is rapidly overtaking our
bility to manage.
Although we have the energy (atom),

nd the tools (automation) to usher in
mn entirely new era, one ingredient is
aissing. Greater managerial skill and
magination (computers can’t do this)
re needed to synthesize the non-
nechanical, nonmetric aspects of large-
cale man-machine systems.

This is indicated by the paradox that
yur weapon systems may soon take us
o the moon, while our abilities in
ocioeconomic systems have not yet
olved such earthly matters as inflation
vr human unemployment. These chal-
enges plus the growing bigness and
omplexity in business and govern-
nental operations are ushering in a
ew era of systems and systems think-
ng. As part of this process, OR con-
epts and data processing may soon
ombine to produce a new and real
reakthrough in the art and science of
nanagement.
VOTE: Mr. Taylor is a member of
he Systems Analysis Group, Direc-
orate of Personnel Planning, DCS/P,
Teadquarters United States Air Force.
"he views and opinions expressed in
his article, however. are solclu those
+4 the author
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TREND toward ..... SYSTEMS
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EXECUTIVE SKILLS:

The human component in man-machine systems.

 a hE Un ANY LET WNL, rarA) St SRACTH

Managing the BUSINESS

Managing PEOPLE

Managing WORK
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Skill

Conceptual

(ideas)

Human

(people)

Technical

(things)

Characteristic
 aa gt5A

Ability to see the enter-
prise as a whole; achieve an
optimum balance in objectives,
forces, functions, structure,
plans, policies, controls,
strategy, etc.

Ability to work with
people. Understanding of
human motivations and
aptitudes. Leadership
skill in terms of people.

Ability to work with
things (as opposed to people);
hardware, equipment, tools,
material, data, techniques,
Technical or engineering
leadershipe



‘anuäry 13, 1960

Prof. Y. He Chao
Dept. of Oriental Languages
Universit-- r? California
Berketew far.

Near (! es

[ think the situation is still the same and thet there is ne
adequate account that mathematical formulae are to be pronounced
in different Tlarruacesn.

It is awfully good to hear from yoo people. The hest wishes
from all the ramifications of ovr family to &amp;ll the ramifications
of yours, Tt is interesting to find that you have not lost the
"ontinuityv with vour fan!lv in China.

VF

r

‘*roret and T “re well and are going to snend next summer
1 Burov © am officially retiring at the end of this
vam going ud be kent on for another 5 years, I supnose
LS soma at similar gsitvation,

 An
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À nuary 18, 1940

tre Graham DuShane
Editor
SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.V,
‘’ashineton © -

Dear * AE

Yany thanks for your letter of January 15. Why don't you senc
me a copy with your revisions or with an indication of the places
which you think I should revise myself. I shonld set it back in
you £8 goon as nossible.

“11h many thanks and vleasant memories
gnentan, T remain

 our breakfast tahte

- —

Tours,

Viener
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am very much interested in your letter of January 8, I vro-
bably followed to some extent along the plans which you indicated
by poîng down to Florida for a courle of weeks durirz my Christras
vacation, which vas paid for byalecture I pave at the University
of Florida, There are definite possibilities in your scheme ard
definite problems, As far as I myself am concerned, I retire from
Vel,T. this year, but shall be kept en for a period on half time.
Next winter, T shall follow out your scheme to the extent of lec=
turing in ¥.ples, Italy. “inter after next, I shall vroba&gt;ly be ir
Vexico City. In having these onvortunities, I an more fortunate
than many of my colleagues, and I see clesrly that something could
be done along these lines te make a larrer proncrtionofretired
men available. To some extent, the retired man wo still retains a
fair amount of health and vigor and is fairly well known in his field.
is quite likely to be in request for furtrer activity. If on the
other hand his health, his personal and moral viger is not what it was.
it may be hard to take care of him even on your scheme. What you are
slannine is a good idea and would take a creat deal of thinkinr-ont.

CA nearer ren Tye

ame
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tu 38 only now that I find time to t'ank you for the copy
fewswveok which you so thoughtfully sent to Professor “Wiener,
wes very plessed and wishes me te exnress his annreciatirn te

4 neo Tours,

Eva-Maria Ritter (Frs,)
Cceretaovv ts Prof, Vianer
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re Je Paul Kourkene
Prestressing Consultant
Langley Porter Weuropsychiatric Institute
First and Parnassus Avenues
Yan Franciaen, 0:07.

Dear * ‘apple

Many thanks for your interest in my booke 48 to the matter of
crestressing, it is a highly eomplicated art to which I do not feel
competent to give any sound advice, To the best of my knowledre,
the earliest work in this {leld was in the matter of the construction
of carnon., One of the ways of prestressing which was used in this
was the shrinking of successive steel jackets onto the run barrel
which would produce à stress counter to the stress produced by the ex-
plosion of the powder charge so that when the gun is fired, part of
the inward stress is reversed, Another method used was the winding
of wire under strees arcund the barrel of the run to produce the same
effect. You will find a full account of these on the article ce”
srdnance in the llth edition of the Encvelonedia Pritannice

You will see that with such an old prior art only an expert could
indertake to judre the limitations of nrevious work and the new di-
rections in which your own work has carried the field, I am not an
expert and am scarcely in a position to give vou some heln. However.
T de ammreciste vour asbirne re.

 ow YC

‘nr
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Proi
2

®
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¥ »
\ Leanne

Le ind ret oe “je“+ Ten. Peissner:

have looked the enclosed manuscript over caref:*1y and feel

Liat 1t is important and should definitely he accented,

re

Sinparetryours,

 + Viener

nr

Enclosure
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“any thanks for your invitation to participate in a Meet the
Press interview, Frankly, I have my doubts about the advie~bil’ty
&gt; my going into this, and I think it best not to accept. iv chief
reason is that I feel my work has been over-nublicized already and
that I consider the situation of a man who has been over-publicized
28 intrinsically dangerovs., I do not have the full energy that I
had when I vas younger, and therefore T am compelled to direct my
of forts in a more concentrated way to the scientific endeavors and
the literary work which I intend to de in the future. T hone vou
W111 vwrnderetand,

 moan PATIO

-+ Wiener

Tr



anuary lo, 1960

dr, Otto %, Winter, Chairman
Honor Awards Committees
1R15 “inter Rona
Brand Taland.

Naam 7

Thank you ‘o- your Vind letter of January 9. It looks to me
38 thourh I shall find time to be in person at your Honor Awards
dinner -- the fact that it î8 nlarned for a Ssturday eveninr À :
indeed a great helr - to accent the A.5.1.E. Research Medal. I
hona you will understand that mv hesitation wes not due to any lac!)
of ~ood will, but merely to the fact that I have to watch my schee
dule arainst taking too rany responsibilities one I feel Lichly
honored by the award you are making, and I shall be rlad to make
erntact with von and vour collearues

—
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SOCIETA’ INTERNAZIONALE DI MEDICINA CIBERNETICA

S.1. M. C.

LL PRESIDENTE
Q 7] /6NAPOLI 10/1/50

VIA ROMA, 348

reu, 32.26.23 - 31.31.84 - 31.31.25

aay J» = TE nym

Jrnuery IT.
[| have nleagur Comaittes
»£ th - no which will

taxe mln to arrance the
3chedule o° + to mal ‘ with your rre-

sence in Nanles soon alter oseptenber 20th. scenrdins with the date
vou mentioned in your letter,

After the lecture you ere coins ta deliver at Hennover on
September 20th, rlease consider vourself our gnest ac fm as traowve]-
ling exnenses, hotel accomodation and all other evnense- are concerneld
Jur invitation is meont for as mony days nn yon choorn ta remain
in our ton,

vk i thank you for your

ring you thot th
Svmprajumn on Cvher-

 eS

Cur offer has nothin” to do with any arr-n oments yon may
make with Prof, Cri--7.17 ther Inetitutes. Aw for ca we maw

10 Prorran hes yot oo med Lo then.

Our schedul include. three dovs, The First A7 will be fil-
Led with Lectures (tie mai: of which will D n° and vith

recentions in town. The sec nd day will he devote : trin to
Ischia with recenticn ther” and soîentifin conversions oren
to oll p*rticirants, Cn the third day there will he a recention in
your honour as the Tonvder 07 Chemetios.

“ J

If the dntes 317 Ath. and 25th Jertember suit vou, ple-ar
Let us know kindl- oo shall dinelude thosc days in the fins]
rogram, Otherwisewoarenrenarefd ta cons aJioht altnanetiane Fan
ronr Hettar oonvenianese.

~

BY ro
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Lou Vehtoulet, I6 Avenue de la Mitre

Mourillon TOULON ( Var)

[9 Janvier I960

Professaar N.Wiemer
Laboratoire de Cybernéthique

Institut de Technologie du Massachussets
U.S.A

Monsieur le Professeur

Tn journal francais vient de publier un bref compte-

réndu d' une communication que Vous avez récemrent faite à 1

Association sur 1' Avancement des Sciences et dans laquelle

70:s dénonciez le danfer des machines pensantes.

L' Ancif¢ Bactériologiste, que je suis, a pris pour

thème de son discours inaugural du Congrés National d' Hygiène

qu', en Novembre 1957, il présidait &amp; 1' Institut Pasteur, la

nécéssitë d' associer la culture générale et la technicité.

J'avais cité votre opiniènsur le manque de culture

le nombreux savants américains. Je compte reprendre le thème

sn faveur des cultures générales, à l' occasion d' une confe-

rence devant 1' Académie du Var dont je fais partie, J' aime-
AM , . °

raïs pouvoir citer quelques de vos pensées antérieures ainsi

que “elles derniérement émises. Le journal précité mentionne

notamment celle-ci:"Si nous n' y prenons garde, le cerveau

Slectroniaue nous ruinera et nous réduira à l' e

Nt abuserais-je pas de votre amabilité .,. v.,us wriant

ie me communiquer des tirés à part de vos communications trai-

-ont ces suiets? Te remplaceWwent de l' homme par la machine



~
a

T9 mon humb’ À 3, quu DAT

comme envisace - ne craintr jeune

x Tan Mmes remerciement“ ~

, Me

agréer. Monsieur le Professeur,l' expréssiun ae

: respectueux.

dn Kes..

Tome

total

‘hui

=A
Lior

 3; senti-



INSTITUUT VOOR PERCEPTIE ONDERZOEK
Prof.Dr.J.P.Schouten INSULINDELAAN 2 - EINDHOVEN January 19, 1960
Director the Netherlands

{ELEFOON:

K 4900-65703

K 4900-60000 -Toestel 7390

K 4900 —- 68000—Toestel206JPS/EK
No .60/17

Prof .Dr.Norbert “Viener
53 Cedar Road
Belmont

Cambridge-liagssachusetts
TLS.A,

Dear Dr.Wiener,

L shall be participating in a meeting at the
California Institute of Technology during the week
of February 8th. I am planningto be in or around
Boston during the week of the 15th.

I do hope that you will be at home in that
period and that there will be an opportunity of
neeting again. Would it be possible to let me know
before my departure on Saturday February 6th?

With kind regards also to Mrs.Wiener,

yours very truly,

 —_ ES
-



Aveo CORPORATION
CROSLEY DIVISION

P. O. BOX 1186—EVENDALE PLANT

CINCINNATI 15, OHIO. U.S. A.

PRINCETON 1-8931

January 19, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

On 12 and 13 April 1960, the Southern Ohio Section of the American Rocket Society and
the local chapter of the Institute of Radio Engineers will hold the "Fourteenth Spring
Technical Conference" at the Alms Hotel in Cincinnati, Ohio. This meeting is a regional
meeting held every year and has enjoyed continuous growth over the years. Participation
includes many universities and industrial concerns of the Midwestern United States. All

thirty-two papers presented during the meeting will presented in Proceedings to be
issued to participants of the conference. Besides copies to participants, the Proceedings
will be issued to libraries only upon request and cannot be obtained except by participation.

There will be six panels with four speakers each, dealing with the following subjects.

Panel on Bio-Electronics, Chairman: Colonel Paul Stapp, President ARS

Panel on Inertial Guidance, Chairman: Dr. C.S. Draper, M.I.T.

Panel on Missile and Space Vehicle Reentry, Chairman: Major General Marvin
Demler. USAF

Panel on The Objectives and Accomplishments of the International Geophysical
Year, Chairman: Dr. J. Kaplan, UCLA

5. Panel on Data Processing and Data Handling, Chairman: Open

6. Panel on Can Computers Out-think Human Beings

For this latter panel we feel that we would not be able to find a more qualified person to

serve as chairman than yourself. We, therefore, invite you to take the chairmanship of
this panel. We have already received a number of proposed papers on this subject and
would be very pleased if you would assist us in the selection of the best qualified papers.
We still expect additional papers to arrive and assume that the Bell Laboratories, as in

the past years, will contribute some of their outstanding not yet published research work.
As you will note under Item 2, Dr. C.S. Draper of M.I.T. is another of our distinguished
panel chairmen.



Page Two
January 19, 1960

Based on previous years' experience and the response we have obtained so far, we expect
an attendance in excess of 1,000 persons, consisting of engineers and scientists of govern-
ment institutions, universities, high schools and industry of the Midwestern United States.
Aircraft and Missile Industry participation from the entire U.S. is expected since practically
all these companies have sponsored exhibitions. The Inertial Guidance Panel is set for the
afternoon of 13 April and the panel on the I. G.Y. is set for the morning of 13 April.

The papers to be given should be submitted not later than 10 March 1960 and will be printed
in the Proceedings of the conference. The panel chairman will obtain the submitted papers
of his panel three weeks in advance of the conference to enable him to prepare the questions
discussed during the panel session. Each speaker will be allowed thirty minutes for the
presentation of his paper and for five minutes question period from the floor. Another ten
minutes of panel discussion will be devoted to each paper including cross references to
other papers. Some of the panel chairmen will discuss details of the topics with the
individual speakers to insure a well balanced program within each panel. I assume that
the panel chairmen will desire to cooperate with the individual speakers as to the particular
areas dealt with in their papers and advise these as to content, special features and overlap
with respect to other papers.

The Hotel Alms has sufficient accommodations for speakers and guests and we will make
every effort to assist in the necessary accommodations, if so desired

I am hoping to obtain a favorable reply soon.

Respectfully yours,

=
OT

Ernst A. Steinhoff

Program Chairman
Southern Ohio Section

American Rocket Society
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January 20, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

re? KYBERNETICS OF NATURAL SYSTEMS
by D. Stanley-Jones

Dear Professor Wiener,

Many thanks for your letter of 15 January 1960 and
the copy of the preface which you have kindly written for
this book by Stanley-Jones which we will soon be publishing
We are most grateful to you for a preface which seems to
me to deserve to be followed by a work which is every bit
as good as you say the book is:

As you requested I have written to the Technology
Press about the question of copyright, and I inclose a copy
of this letter for vour information.

ith best wishes,

Very truly yours.

FDMUND DEWS

ED:ck



January 20, 1960

Professor Lynwood Bryant
Director
Technology Press
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Jambridse 39, Massachusetts

re: KYBERKETICS OF NATURAL SYSTEMS

by D. Staniey-Jones

Dear Professor Bryant,

x

Professor Norbert Wiendr has just written a preface for
a book on the Kybernetics of Natural Systems which will be
copyright and published by Pergamon Press within the next few
months. He informs me that he may wish to use some of the
naterial in this preface, with certain changes, as part of a
new chapter of the revised edition of "Cybernetics" which he
is writing for publication by you.

I am therefore writing to confirm that we are willing
for Professor Wiender to use the materisl in this preface
in any way he desires without obtaining our further permission.
We would naturally expect that you would make the usual
acknowledcement of the source of this material.

Very truly yours,

ELMUND LDEWS

ED:ck

c.Ce Professor Norbert Wiener



PHONE UNIVERSITY 4-7300

AMERICAN SOUETY TOOL ENGINEERS
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WAYNE EWING PRESIDENT
H. DALE LONG VICE PRES.
WM. MORELAND VICE PRES.
D. A. SCHROM VICE PRES
P. R. MARSILIUS VICE PRES.
C. M. SMILLIE TREASURER
H. VERNE LOEPPERT SECRETARY
H. E. CONRAD EXEC. SECRETARY

January 20, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

I am most pleased to have your acceptance to receive our

Society's Research Medal Award for the year 1960.

Accordingly, this letter confirms the action of the National
Honor Awards Committee and officially notifies you of it.

The Committee will, of course, directly inform you of all
the plans and details for the time, place, and procedure in present-
ing vou with this distinguished award.

I look forward with much pleasure to meeting with you
personally, on the happy occasion.

Very sincerely.

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF TOOL ENGINEERS

Wayne Ewin
President

WE/lq

oo bun ERI + eam CRACIRIE DEIR
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CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS

RESEARCH DIVISION, 730 MAIN STREET

January 20, 1960
UNIVERSITY 4.6000

Professor Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

Last November I wrote you a ccuple of rather searching questions
about the fundamentals of mathematics and physics. Having received no
reply, I wonder whether my letter did not reach you, and am taking the
liberty of sending you a copy of the November 13 letter.

I look forward to your reply.

With best wishes,

R. Clark Jones

RCJ :ec3
Enclosure
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November 13, 1959

Professor Norbert Fiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

A couple of questions concerning fundamentals of mathematics and
physics have been botheringmefora number of years, and I can think of
no one who would ba more competent to shed light on these questions than

you. Pere they are.

Let us say that a real number has rank one, a Compiex
aumber rank two, and a quaternion rank four. It 1s well
tnown that the selutionsofalgebraicequations with real
coefficients are in general complex; that is to say, of
rank two. What is the basic significance of this number
two, Professor Fiener? Must we take this number two as
being a brutal fact that cannot be analyzed further, Or
is there a more fundamental significance to the number
Fea?

Consider the class of all physical quantities that are
usually considered to be functions of frequency. It is
usually supposedinphysicsthat the functional dependence
on the frequency is an analytic function ¢f p = iw. VFhy
is it permiscible to assune this ali-pervading analyticity?
Can one show an absurdity if any one of these physical
quantities 1s non-analytic over a finite range of frequency?
The immediate answer that occurs to me is that we physicists
always write the basic differential equations so that only
analytic solutions are permissible. Perhaps this is the
only answer, but I hope that there is a more fundamental

 AI être

Any help you can give me on these problems will be much appreciated.

With best wishes,

ke Clark Jones

MM Tenant
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Prof. Dennis Cabor
The Imperial College of Science &amp; Technolory
The University of London
London, England

Dear GCabor:

Your Tnaurural Address is magnificent, I wonder if you have
explered the relations of your ideas as compared with those of the
IBM groups I am spreading far and wide the fame of the voltare mul-
tiplier invented in your laboratory, and I believe it is exactly
what we need ne’, only ty realize vour nonlinear apparatus, but mine, too.

 4 4

. #m enclosing a pronesed preface to the revised edition of my
wns&amp;8gut+ Ti - frankly what you think of -% and what sugrrestions

T3 ir svrementing the hook by new an 78 and the like.
iean. +2717 mg what vou think of mr

YOUPS.

 ener

+ aclosure



nuary 20, 1960

“r., Ray Russell
Executive Editor
PLAYBOY
232 East 0
Thicage

Nezr My, Russe”

Thank you for your interest in my snecch in Chicaro and its
implications. I greatly fear, however, that I lave enovgh work lined
ap ahead of me to make it imnossible to do another popular article,
is you are well aware, an author is in great danger of repeating hime
self contracting for the seme idea in several places, etc. Therefore.
[ hope you will excuse me if I find myself unable to comply with your
renuest-

Sw neers TOUTS €

Wiener

7 emr
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vr, Do Stanley=Jones
“uckshead, Townshend
Hayle, Cornmal”
Encland

Dear Mr, Stanleyv-Jones

Many thanks for your apyreciative letter concerning my nreface
to your beck which is now either in your hands or in those of the
Pereamon Tress. I scratch your back and you can scratch mine.

I am enclosing a carbon copy of the preface for your book as
well as one of the proposed creface to my own corrected edition of
"Cybernetics® which I intend to supplement by several imnortant an-
pendices. Please tell me what you think of it even if your oninion
is not favorable. I would appreciate hints, too, as to what annen=
dices you would think to be in order, I am rettine oninions of
several of mv friends here. ton.

Cpe cw

Yieney



MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
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Mrs. William Court January 21, 1960

device did not fire promptly, but instead waited for radiation levels from fall-out
to reach a certain threshold, the people in charge of the Cevice voull have time to
have eccond thoughts about the matier and could disable the device, if by no other
means taasn removing or cshlelding its censory devices and shutting down the prine
pover inputs to the dévice. There is also, as you perceived, a very large reliability
problem, spart from the problem of inltation by a spurious signal such as an earthe
make

2. Strategic Desirsbility. Even if the machine were technically realizatle in the
form you prescribe, and even if it did not destroy all life on the planet, I should
Say that there are numerous reasons vhy we should not wish to build a doomaday-in-a=-
hurry machine. To begin with, the machine would be so expensive that it would consume
a large fraction of our resources that might otherwise be directed at solutions of
the more basic problems concerned, such as developing the underdeveloned countries
end establishing a more rational world political climate. It would divert resources
from our conventional armed forces. This would mean that the Commu!stpowers, moving
full vell that our retaliation would only be triggered by a direct nuclear strike,
and also knowing full well that we had no conventional armement worth reationinz,
would feel perfectly free to march oll over the world seizing whatever pleased their
fancy. I also believe that the construction of such a system would have an adverse
effect on the vorld political climate, vhich would definitely act to our lonz-tern
straterie dissévantare.

7e Absence cf Need. I cannot agree that our present nuclear deterrent is either
excessively vulnerable or excessively threatening. I believe Morpenstern has overs
emphasized the extent to vhich cur present and immediately projected weapon systems
are vulnerable or threatening. Perhaps the best publishatle evidence I can cite for
this is Khrushchev's recent talk about unilateral Russian arus reductions, which
would be the height of irrationality if he really thouzht we were threatening him.
The effective invulnerability of our deterrent is a highly technical matter involving
such questions as the actual nurber of operational Russian missiles, the effectiveness
of their alr defense forces, the number of our bombers and their ability to penetrate
Russian air defenses, and the amount of warning we might have ¢f various types of
Sussian attacke I can assure you that the people vho ere most iutimste with this
problen area and who are most competent to judge the question are confident thet
our deterrent forces will not be excessively vulnerable at any time within the near
futures For exauwplc, I am sure you must have heard or seen some of the discussion in
nevspapers and elsewhere related to the use of SAC boubers on airborne alert, 7s-
protection against a surprise missile strike, at such time as the Pusgisns might have
a sirnificantly larrer missile force than we.

he Subtle Consequences. If I have understood Professor Wiener correctly; the machine
he was discussing and to vhich you refer was a much more comlicated concept that
involved the detailed conduct of a complete var. I believe his essential point was
that we could not understend the consequences of our strategy even if we vere able
bo devise a programmed strategy that would "win! in the terms in vhich the program
vas defined. The same preblem is of course true of even a relatively simple doomsday-
in-a-hurry machine; unless the machine actually destroyed all lide, we do not have
much idea of what the world would be like afterwards 1f the mochine were ever called
unon to do its worl.
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CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD
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MARTIN MATHESON,
SENIOR VICE-PRESIDENT &amp; SECRETARY

J. S. SNYDER,
VICE-PRESIDENT
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VICE-PRESIDENT
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W. H. GRIMSHAW.
ASS'T VIGE-PRESIDENT

A. H. NEILLY, JR.
ASS'I VICE-PRESIDENT

January 21, 19%

Mre Licntenstern
Veb Gustav Fiscüer Verlag Jena
Postsciiliessfacs 176
Villengang 2
Jena, Germany

Dear Mr. Lichtenstern:

He were indeed pleased to receive your recent letter wherein
you let us know of your desire to translate the book entitled
CYBERNETICS by N. Wiener into German.

The rights to tue publication are controlled by tue author,
Doctor Wiener, and we would suggest that you contact nim for
further information concerning the translation rignts. His
address 1s the Massaciusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge,
Massachusetts.

We are taking tie liberty of sending a copy of thls letter to
Doctor Wiener so that ne will know of your interest in his
book.

‘incerel-
i

TV 6
œn

Frank Forkert
Overseas Division

FF :ar
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WASHINGT O N 5 UNIVERSITY

ST. LOUIS 80, MISSOURI

COMMITTEE ON MOLECULAR BIOLOGY

ADOLPHUS BUSCH Ill LABORATORY January 22, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

First let me thank you for the very exciting talk that you
gave at our recent symposium. As you already know it has created
a considerable interest in the point of view that you have de-

veloped.

The editor of Science is interested in publishing your paper
and IT hope that he will be willing to publish a manuscript from
Dr. Chisholm and possibly a summary of my comments at the same
time. Publication in this form will give the readers of Science
a good indication of the points of view developed at our sym-

posium.

I hope that you have found the copies of your talk that we
sent you recently sufficient for your needs. I have retained
only one or two file copies.

Your expense account has been submitted to the AAAS office
for payment and you should hear from them directly soon. If you
do not, please let me know.

With all good wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Fore Catan
Barry Commoner

BC:da



AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SCIENCE
SCIENCE 1515 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE, NW, WASHINGTON 5, D.C. © DUPONT 7.7171

22 January 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
‘ambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Professor Wiener:

We will copy edit your manuscript
within the next few weeks and then send you a
copy so that you can see the changes that we
propose to make.

Sincerélv.

-Pa
A

Graham DuShan-,Ph ©

Editor

GDuS : 1w
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Losiivure of

Tecbnotozs CAMBRIDGE 39, MASSACHUSETTS the Libraries

January 22, 1960

Professor Norbert Wiener
2-276

Dear Professor Wiener:

The autographed copy of your book, "The Tempter", has
just arrived. May I thank you, in the name of the Libraries
and the Institute, for your kindness in making this presen=-
tation to the Technology Collection.

We are eager for the Collection to be completely repre
sentative of the work of the Institute alumni and staff and
your contribution will help.

WNL/sw

sin. “ours,
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PHONE UNIVERSITY 4.7300

WAYNE EWING
A. DALE LONG
WM. MORELAND
D. A. SCHROM
P. R. MARSILIUS
C. M. SMILLIE
H. VERNE LOEPPERT
H. E. CONRAD EXEC.

PRESIDENT
VICE PRES.
VICE PRES
VICE PRES.
VICE PRES.
TREASURER
SECRETARY
SECRETARY

AMERICAN SOUETY TOOL ENGINEERS

January 22, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener

Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of

Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

It is reported to our Headquarters Staff that you have written
formal acceptance of the ASTE Research Medal, following upon balloting
by our National Honor Awards Committee. May I offer my own most

sincere congratulations, and say that I very much look forward to seeing
you in person in Detroit next April.

So that you may definitely reserve the date, the Honor Awards
Dinner at which the award will be conferred upon you is scheduled to

take place at the Sheraton-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, Michigan, Saturday
evening, April 23.

Details for the dinner and the award ceremonies are now being
worked up. As soon as they are finalized, we will inform vou in detail

The better housing accommodations will be very scarce during
the Engineering Convention in April. We therefore enclose hotel room
reservation form and suggest that you fill it in and mail it as soon as

possible.

Cordially,
)

x

[Vd

Frank W. Wilson
Technical Director

FWW/1lq

Enclosure
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{ want to thank you for the prompt, courte“us, cleur and fully ac-
tentable offer which you have made me, It is accepted, as I say, and we
shail go ahead with cur plans. TI shall also try to have = rond deal of
new content ready for the lectures T ar Poinr te give

I have already writien to the Society of Cyberretic Medecine of my
acceptance of their plans which I believe will not interfere with yours,
“ith rreat anticipation, best regards and mich friendshin from mv wife as
well as from we. 7 remain

ene
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Dr. Barry Commoner
fidolphus Busch III Lab,
of Molecular Biolocy
washington University
5t. Louis 3D, Missouri
TSA

Dear Dh

he

+ Commore-

NEY «8 of Prof. Viener's AAS {alk arrived toc oy.
~ aN,

fer your promot and courteous reactiontomvrecuest.

Sincere) " TOUTE.

wish to

Eva-aria Ritter (¥Mrs.)
Sacretarvy to Prof. Yiener
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Prof. Aldo tasturz
President
Sociei- Tnternazionale di Medecina Cibernetica
Via Le =

No pr

“Gear Proi. Tasthrone

3 ~~ +

Thank you. for your kind letter rf Janvary
naw.

&amp;nd vour cenerons

I have heard from Prof, C:uianiello, and the arrangements ahout
my talking to you which yeu have made are clear and nerfectiv ace
ceptable, In a fow wcks I shall write you about the detsiled nian
nf my talk and the tonic which T intend to disenas,

—-

neers "ape

Herer
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Geneva, Jonuary 25th, 1960
7 /al

Jear Trofessor Wiener

We understand that vou recently snoke before the
American Association for the idvarcment of Science in
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REFERENCE DEPARTMENT
Manuscript Division

THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

WASHINGTON 25, D.C,

January 25, 1960

Dear Dr. Wiener:

For many years the Library of Congress has been collect-
ing the personal papers of American scientists. The holdings of
the Manuscript Division already include collections of this nature
ranging in time from the Benjamin Franklin papers to the newly
accuired Irving Langmuir papers.

Because of the rising interest in the history of science
and technology, we recently surveyed our holdings in order to
locate gaps in our collections. One noticeable gap we encoun-
tered is in mathematics.

Because of your many contributions to modern mathe-
matics, the Library of Congress would be proud to start its collect-
ing activities in this field with your personal papers. We hope
that you will decide to place these manuscripts in our institution
at a time convenient to you so that they will become available to
students of the historv of science.

We look forward to your reply. We also welcome sugges-
tions of other mathematicians! personal papers suitable for inclu-
sion in our Manuscript Division.

Faithfully yours,

 AtiChsares
David C. Mearns
Chief
Manuscript Division

Enclosure

Pr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Massachusetts
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Private Papers
A Plea for Their Preservation

and

An Explanation of Their Importance
to the

National Collections



Manuscript Division

HE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTIONS of the Library of Congress are composed of many mil-
Trion of papers valuable to students of the American past. Here are the originals of the rough

draft of the Declaration of Independence; George Washington’s commission as Commander-in-
Chief of the Continental Army; the notes on the proceedings of the Constitutional Convention;
the first telegraph message; the first and second drafts of the Gettysburg Address; the correspond-
ence of George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, James Madison, James Monroe, Andrew Jackson,
Martin Van Buren, William Henry Harrison, John Tyler, James Knox Polk, Zachary Taylor,
Franklin Pierce, Abraham Lincoln, Andrew Johnson, Ulysses S. Grant, James Abram Garfield,
Chester A. Arthur, Grover Cleveland, Benjamin Harrison, William McKinley, Theodore Roose-
velt, William Howard Taft, Woodrow Wilson, and Calvin Coolidge; a great variety of papers of
their outstanding contemporaries from Benjamin Franklin and Alexander Hamilton to Charles
Evans Hughes and Cordell Hull; and the papers of distinguished jurists, warriors, scientists, ex-
plorers, authors, architects, artists, editors, clergymen, diplomats, labor leaders, social workers,
teachers, actors, doctors, merchants, industrialists, financiers, and philanthropists—in short, the
papers of those men and women who, throughout the centuries, have most profoundly influenced
the lives and destinies of their countrymen. In addition there are millions of transcripts and photo-

reproductions of material in the archives of Great Britain, France, Spain, Mexico, and Canada re-
lating to the people of the United States.

The autographic value of the collections is large, for there are rare and curious papers of
persons foremost in national life; but the chief value of the collections is historical. In the case of
a man or woman who has played a significant part in national affairs, the Library desires all the

papers—letters sent and letters received, drafts, memoranda, diaries, journals, notes of every sort
and kind.

These national manuscript collections are housed in fireproof, vault-like, air-conditioned stacks
with humidity control. An expert staff organizes them for use, insures their protection and preser-
vation, and provides for their scholarly reference use in the Division’s commodious and well-
equipped reading room. Craftsmen, skilled in modern techniques, repair and restore manuscripts
received in damaged condition. The Library maintains an excellent photographic laboratory where
manuscripts may be copied.

It is seldom possible to write from source material on any phase of American civilization—

political, military, social, economic, religious, or artistic—without recourse to these great national
collections. Indeed, historical writers of standing constantly avail themselves of the resources and
facilities of the Manuscript Division. For this reason, representation in these collections is the
surest way to secure recognition in the history of the Nation. Persons justly proud of the achieve-
ments of an ancestor present his papers to the Library in order that historians may have access

to them. This they regard as both a duty and a privilege for here they become a living, evocative,

and enduring memorial.



Manuscripts are often given to the Library subject to certain conditions, which are faithfully
and scrupulously observed. Thus for a period mutually acceptable to the Library and the donor
the conditions may provide that the papers may be examined in each instance only upon the specific
authorization of the donor; or that for a time the papers will be withheld altogether from public

use; or that literary property rights will be reserved by the donor. It is not unusual, however, for
donors to dedicate their literary property rights to the public, an action which markedly extends
the usefulness of the manuscripts. The collections are made available only to serious scholars. No

instance is known of their having been exploited wilfully to injure the reputations of persons whose
papers are in our keeping.

The Library will submit for the donor’s signature a formal instrument of gift embodying any
reasonable conditions which the donor may impose. In shipping, the right way is for the sender
to include every paper, even those considered intimate or trivial. The Library will examine all with

a view to selecting those of permanent importance to research, and will, upon request, return what
appears to be inappropriate. The Library will also, upon request, submit for tax purposes an ap-
praisal of the value of gifts received. Instructions for shipment at the Library’s expense will be sent
upon application to the Library of Congress, Exchange and Gift Division, Washington 25, D. C.

The advantages to be derived from placing collections of papers in the Library of Congress are:
1. To preserve them. Here they are in an institution belonging to the Government. They will

survive as long as the seat of Government survives, and they will be as far beyond danger of loss,
dispersion, or deterioration as in an age of perilous weapons it is possible for them to be. They are

guarded around the clock.
9. To contribute to the truth of history. While in private hands, they are inaccessible to his-

torians. Their existence is not generally known. There are no facilities for their use.

3. To give the individual whose papers they were the place in history to which he may be
entitled. The historian is a reporter. He must have material on which to base his statements. The

public man whose papers are accessible takes his proper place in history. The public man whose

papers have been destroyed or are kept in private hands is often inadequately or mistakenly esti-
mated—or is entirely overlooked. To retain the papers of a national personage in private hands is

to deprive him of the abiding fame which is his right and to which he properly looked forward.
4. To complement a national resource. “History is the memory of mankind.” But just as a

man’s memory is, in particulars, fallible, imperfect, shaded by personality and passion, so the mem-
ory of mankind must be collective, cumulative, tested, and proven if history is to further an under-
standing of experience. The elements of truth must be integrated. A. collection of papers in com-
bination with the papers of close associates and formidable adversaries assures sound evidence, and

from the reality of experience comes confident ground for present action. And to this consideration
there is a compelling, a decisive corollary, for in the Manuscript Division private papers are juxta-

posed to the most comprehensive, encyclopedic, universal aggregate of books and pamphlets, maga-
zines and newspapers, maps and charts, prints and photographs, and other records of the human
family ever brought together at any place in any time. They can shape the future, for in the Library
of Congress private papers are added to the sum of knowledge.

August 6, 1958.

J. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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- east ohio. chicago 11, illinois

January 25, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Department of Mathematics
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridze 39, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener

Thank vou for vour prompt replv to mv letter.

Although I am sorry you won't be able to do the article for
us, I do understand the reasons.

Would it be possible to obtain a transcript of your Chicage
speech? If coples are easily obtainable, I would like to
read the full text myself. Also, in the event we commissior
another writer to do an article in roughly the same area,
he would undoubtedly want to auote vou on some points.

Cordial” wv.

E

RR

michigan 2-1000
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‘ra ry  1970

vr, Ae Te Rharucha-Reid
Jenartment of Mathematics
Sollere of Tiberal Arts
Tniversity of Oregon
Trrene. Oregon

Year ”r, Brarucha-Heid

I have completely lost touch with the place where I heard
of the Polish scientist who used the word "cybernetics", I even
forgot from whom I heard it. It may have been Prof, Marc Kaz, Cornell
Iniversity, but I am by nc means sure that it was. Vhy don't you
contact him, I hope you will find ihe vrover reference and rive cre-
1it where credit is due,

Sincerelyv vours,

‘orbert YWiener



ranuary 25, 1760

Mr, Georre 4, Franco, Manager
Radio Communication Laboratory
Res, Division
Stromber,-Carlson Commany
Rockester 3, Y. Ye

Dear Mr, Franco:

Tt was a great pleasure to meet you and a creat compliment to
find you interested in my book, As to Prof. Gabor's par-r. .. i3
his inaurural address on anpointment to prefessorship :n trs Impe=
rial College of Science and Technology which is one of the colleges
of the University of London, Engld. I am ouite sure that if you
write to him at that address, you can get a copys, lt vas nrinted

orivatelve,

ith best wishes,

Sincerely yours,

Norbert “ienor

‘enr
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Nous sommes en train ce verifier notre coapte et etat de
finances et nous serions bien heureux d'avoir votre assistance, s'il
“o5sidle.

Je suis tres curieux de savoir combien des exemplaires de
mon livre "Cybernetics? ont été deîà vendus par vous. J'ai recu le
cheque (£47.00) que vors m'avez envoye, mais je ne connais nas'le
nombre total, Je ne sais non plus combien des droîts de traduction
ent éteaccordées, ui le nonbre dec nays (et lances) à qui vous avez
donné la permission de traduire le livre, Est-ce cue je demands
Lroo en vous vriant de n'ervoyer ces chiffres:

”

Vevillez agreer, L"ossiecurs, mes sentiments les plus distinpuees
&amp;* devouees,

Norbert Yiener

NWemp
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rr a 1689 NEW YORK NOV. 24, 1290THE CHASE MANHATT BANK
EIGHTEEN PINE STREET

NEW YORK 15, N. Y.MEMORANDUM

To
FORTY SEVEN &amp; 85/100+

NORBERT WIENER
MASSACHUSSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
DEPARTMENT OF MATHEMATICS,
CAMBRIDGE 39, MASS,

WE ENCLOSE OUR

OFFICIAL CHECK

ahAg MM$47.85
INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT

REMITTANCE DIVISION

[DOLLARS

RE. DROITS DE TRADUCTION SUR LE LIVRE CYBERNETICS.
BY ORDER SOCJETE HERMANN &amp; CO., PARIS.

PLEASE SIGN AND RETURN ATTACHED RECEIPT TO US.

PROCEEDS OF EF. 24,050. 00% +*
iN ACCORDANCE WITH INSTRUCTIONS FROM

'NSTRUCTIONS DATED

SOCIETE GENERALE
PARIS, FRANCE u 840362 Roms



January 25, 19/0

Pr. R, Clark Jones
Polaroid Cor—orati~
‘eseaurch IN
750 Fain =
Séenvrine

Dear Er, Jones

As to your first question, I think it has been shown and
is well recornized that the onl. algebras satisfying the a-sociative.
commuletive and distributive laws for addition and miliinlication
apart from possible finite algebras can be embedded either in ordi-
nary real alpcora or ordinary complex alrehra., Quaternians are not
commutative, In the theory of algebraic equations, commutativity is
an important property and indeed necessary for the proper definition
of these equations, I thin tris is the reason that two is of such
inmsoriance in al-cbra.

As to tle second question, if we work in ordinary alzebra,
harmonic analysis has its importance bacw:« “actions el are
linear invariants of the translation cr . its characters.
This has nothing to do with analyti- - this that hare
monic analvsls denends.

OUTS,

icner

 2
“enr
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Prof. Dr. J
Director
Instituut voor Percentie Onderzoek
Insulindelaan
Eindhoven, Holland

Dear Schout”-

[ was delirhted to hear from you. Ve want you very much at our
rouse some time in the week of the 15th, as may be convenient to you.
How about Tuesday, the 1th of February? Ve have rlenty of room to
put you up in our home, but hesitate to offer it in view of the fact
that you may prefer the freedom of motion of a hotel and that our
house is a bit remote from the center of Cambridge and Boston.

lg.
How is your family and, in particular, your father”
Cordon Raisbeck, Joins me in sending our best wishes

Yy son-in-

re »Finger

LENE

4 mr



INTERNATIONAL COQPERATION ADMINISTRATION
UNITED STATES OPERATIONS MISSION TO PAKISTAN

26 January 1960

Cable : INCOPADMIN

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge , Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Thank you very much for your very kind letter. It
reminded me very much of one I received twelve years ago
from Dr. Einstein. He did not necessarily subscribe to
my findings but he encouraged me to continue and to
document mv findings. That I have done.

You wrote of perhaps there béing a deeper meaning
that was not apparent &amp;n the paper as prepered. In response
to that I have amended the latter portion to point out
how it ties into classical mathematics and some of the
implications involved.

Thank you again for your kind words and the great
amount of help and encouragement you have given me through
vour publications.

Sincerely yours,

Weldon T. Ellig Ut.
Enclosure
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weldon 1. Ellis Jr.

‘rincipal atomic Energy Advisor
USO. /Paici stan

This paper is presentedwiththe.beliefthatthetimeisrapidly
approaching when a fuller and more exact understanding of the fundamen-
tal interrelationship of the forces of nature will require a more precise
statementofthe.conceptsunderlyingthehighermathematicsinusethrough-
sut the world today. It is hoped that a statement of these interrelation-
ships ‘and some of the impacts upon the concepts underlying mathematics
will help hasten the development of the type of mathematics necessary to
&gt;xpress a fuller understanding of the forces of nature.

Before describing the fundaiiental interrelationshipsamongthefor-
ces of nature, it is necessary to state the parameters within which the
interrelationships, as described below, have been developed. As in any
system one can, by changing the parameters, change the interrelation-
ships. In brief these parameters, as pertaining to the universe in
Nhich we are now living, are:

This universe is finite in space and infinite in time, and
This universe is finite in matter and infinite in enerzy.

There follows a brief description of the theory involving those in-
terrelationships considered as fundamental to the universe and all that
seeurs within it.

Theory in Essence

The universe consists of a unified spectrum... All forces of nature
are but different aspects of that spectrum. Through an understanding of
and control over one aspect all aspects can be controlled. In other
words, the forces of nature can be so directed as to interplay and
nodify one another to a degree hitherto unpractisedbyman.

Maintaining Focus

In order to keep the theory in sharp focus, it is absolutely essen-
tial to keep the following thought in mind at all times. The basic com-
ponents or facets of nature ... space, energy, matter, time and reacti-
vity are inseparable. Only for purposes of discussion can they be con-
sidered separately.

(more)



 mq r the purpose of this paper those facets are defined as follows:

Space - - Space is conposed of a basic substance that can be

called ylem. The relative degree of concentration of ylem de-
termines the relative amount of space. At one extreme there
is a minimum concentration of ylem. This represents a state
&gt;f maximum expansion of space. At the other extreme there is
à maximum concentration of ylem and a minimum amount of space
Jetween the two extremes there are varying degrees of concen-
tration of ylem and thus of space. The degree of expansion
or of relatively free ylem determines the relative amount of
space. Space can thus ve visualized as one facet of a con-

cinuum ranging from maximum expansion through all the inter-
mediate stages to maximum concentration.

Energy - — There is an energy facet of the continuum parallel-
ing the space facet. The spectrumofenergyranges from the
pattern of motion of the smallest unit-of the basic substance
ylem-throughthepatternsofmotionofallthecomponentsof
“he universe to include the pattern of motion of the universe
itself. Implicit in the concept is the fact that energy is
notion and that everythingisalwaysin motion. Only re-
latively speaking is anything ever at rest. Also involved
is the hypothesis that all motion is waveform or pulsing in
nature: Since there cannot be motion without space in which
tc move, space and energy must be considered as inseparable.
Likewise, there cannot be motion without something to set in
motion so it follows that space, energy and matter are in-
separable. -

Matter - - Matter can be considered as the antithesis of space

in that it is the result of the concentrating action of energy
ipon space. The action of the various wave patterns of energy
flowing through space produces zones of compressionandrare-
faction. Within these zones there are further interactions

of the waves that create endless complexes of vortexes, nodes
and shells. The result is a multiplicity of concentrations
of ylem. We call those complex concentrations matter. ‘These
we recognize in the form of atoms and molecules. At a lower
level we recognize them as sub-atomic particles. Actually
they are all nothing more than a segment of the matter facet
of the continuum. This facet starts with the smallest unit,
ylem, and continues up through all the different combinations
and sized units of matter to embrace the largest unit of all,
the universe in its entirety.

(more)



lime - - The passage of time is dependent upon am relative to
the rate of energy flow. The faster the rate of enerzy flow
the faster the passage of time. To state it differently, the
greater the amount of energy the zreater the potential amount
of time. In terms of ageing, the greater the degree of concen-
ration of energ; or density of matter the lonser its po-
sential life. Also, the greater its densit;r the better it can
resist the dissipating effect of the energy flow and the longer
it will be able to survive. Conversely, where there is less
snergy involved there is less tire. - These interrelationships
nean that there is a tine facet of the continuum paralleling
“he spacetenergy-netter facets. The time spectrum ranges from
-he pulse rate of the smallest unit, ylem, ug through those of
111 the components to the pulse rate of the universe itself.

ieactivity - ~ Reactivity is the fifth and final facet to the

continuum. It is the facet that binds together and gives.
iirection to the other four. The ability to react to changes
in pressure, temperature and other environmental forces de-
sermines the ability to survive. The extent to which that
ability is organized and given direction determines the
ibility both to survive and to control environment. The forees
&gt;f environment range from the energy patterns that form
the sub-atomic particles, up through the complex forces of
rature, to include the radiations that emanate from and act
ipon all components of the universe. At the lower level re-
activity can be viewed as purely mechanical. As it pro-
zresses up through the more highly organized and better in-
tegrated units it can be called life. As life itself becomes
more purposeful it becomes more intelligent. Intelligence
nelps give control over environment. Intelligence is the
aighest form of reactivity. Reactivity parallels ard is an
integral part of the entire space-energy-matter-time con-
sinuum. It is the facet that pervades and gives guidance
and purvose to nature and all that it includes.

Mathematical Implications

Perhaps the primary change in the system of mathematics needed to
sxpress accurately the above concepts lies in the definitions of finite
and infinite. The above calls for a definition of finite as being one
or unity. In turn, the open-end concept of infinite will have to be
replaced by that of the closed or completed cycle. These will be more
in accord with both quantum and wave theory than present day definitions
[n addition, the concept of equality will have to be modified since pure
squality is non-existent within the present universe. For example, it
vill no longer suffice to say that for every action there js an equal
and opposite reaction. It must be restated as-for every action there
is an almost equal and almost opposite reaction. To state otherwise is

(more)



to postulate a perfectly balanced and thus a perfectly static universe
Mat we know 1s not true.

The concept of zero will hive to be eliiinated from the new system
Such a concept is sufficiently exact when dealing with the daily needs
D, say, an economic system but it is not admissible when expressing
mniversal interrelationships. The use oi zero postulates the existence
:f nothing a contradiction on the face of it. In the place of zero the
concept of spatial displacement will have to ee adopted. Taking away
two apples from a pile of two does not leave zero apples. It merely
displäces them, otherwise a segment of tlie universe will have been
destpoyed and with it the parameters within which this vaver was deve-

loped.

Derivative Definitions

When viewed in terms of the above hypothesis, a number of formerly
hazy concepts can be defined precisely and in quantitative terms, Such
jefinitions can then ‘be expressed mathematically, Two cases in point

are entrony and chaos.

ntropyv

The entropy, or stage of degradation of any system, at any giver
point in time, is directly proportional to the mean wave-length
of energy of the system.

Chaos

The potential for chw.os in any systen, at any given point in time
is inversely proportional to the stage ~f develovment of the ra-
activity of the svsteii.

mm

From the above it can be seen that the potential for chaos of any

system is inversely proportional to the entropy of the system. ‘This is
not entirely in accord with the classical definition. In the past the
concept of chaos has been derived from what might be considered as the
statistical probability of the physical universe. This meant that past
svents were the controlling factor and how they happeried to oerur was
the pattern of probability for the future. When reactivity in the form
&gt; intelligence is introducedthepictureischanged.

 _—

Without the nodifying influanee of reactivity at the higher level,
man's future, and the development of man himself,isdependententirely
upon the haphazard impacts of environment or the influence of some out-
side force. That concept negates completely the doctrine of fresdom
of choice or of man having any say so in his future, an is already
demonstrating his ability to exercise control over his environment and
his physical and mental well being. Slight though that control may be
it still denies anv contention that he is nowerless to do so, The act



of hls so doing auvtomaticallv changes the foriier concep’
” easure of chaos.

- 2 &amp; entropy being

The ubility to express mathematically both entrony and chaos and to
relate one to the other would provide a formidable mathe 2tical tool that
could be used to analvze the status and thus to vredict the beh:viour of
all types of systers. À mathe:atical system conanle of such a breadth of
application would fulfill the dreams of mathematicians down through the
ages.

fundamental Relationship
The fundamental interrelationships among space, matter, energy and

ime, as modified by reactivity, can be expressed as follows:

et”$e (2)
It will be noted that there is no constant involved, rather, there

is a series of inter-related variables to which à constant value or values
can be attached, 'urther, it is believed that the potential of intelli-
sence, or the ability to exercise concious control over enviroment, has
been introduced, for the first time, as a factor to be considered in
mathematical computations.

telation to Classical Mathematical Systems

As stated in the beginning, by changing the parameters of any
system the system itself can be chanyed. In the universe, as visualized
oy Sir Isaac ilewton, everything was in balance and thus the mathematiezl
system had to be balanced. This was changed when Dr. «lbert Einstein
introduced the concept of relativity. ile introduced the variable that
upset the dewtonlan balance for a period, actually, this represented
a shift. in parameters to take into account rrezter influences,

The universe, as conceived by Dr, Einstein, though considerably
broadened, was limited by the speed of light. Thus the equation
3 = me? automatically circumscribed the potential of the universe so
sxpressed. Lt also limited the degree of control that man could
exercise over.hls environment since it limited all speeds to. that of
Light, "In addition, it gave man no control over time and space, De-
spite these obvious limitations it represented an evolutionary, if
10t revolutionary, steo forward in the field of mathematics.

The equation, as expressed in this paper, is ierely another step
forward, Lt represents an attempt to remove those limitations that
nan has placed on the wind of man. #ithout a supporting mathematical
system this step will be of little value. There is already evidence
»f a start toward such a systen. Dr. a. 83. Pal of the University of



the Punjab, Lahore, P-kistan, has presented à paper on the elinin tion
of the concent of zero, is payer shows Now this elimin tes certaïîn
discontinuities in classical mathem-tics, This, and other such papers,
will i1:ake the elements of a meaningful system that will nrove useful to
maonkjina,

The three systems, one limited by balance, one by the speed of
ight and the other by the intelligence of man, can =asily be recon-
2iled, In the formula e = mc?, if c¢ is mace equal to one then the old

vewtonian balance is restored, since speed is eliminated as a factor to
se considered, The same is true in the latest equation if i'r" is rade
agual to one. -…ikewise, 1f the limitation of the speed of li ht is
removed from Dr. winstein's etucation thers is no hisie conflict with the
nore inclusive equation,

Jther implications

an is different from the other animals. He has the ability, not
only to learn and to think, but also to create. It is the creative ele-
nent of the spectrum of reactivity that distinguishes him from lower
forms of life, There is © quantum juan between his brain, and thus his
nental capacity, and those of lesser forms of life, It is this differ-
ence that gives him the freedom of choice if he chooses to exercise it.
‘his Jump is what changes the classical entropv-chaos vrelationshiin,

Freedom of choice is both a curse and a blessing. It has too often
In the past been a curse when it has led to violence and destruction;
destruction of those very resources upon which the existence of man.
himself depends, ..an is once again faced with a choice as to whether
50 use the intelligence element of reactivity creativelv or destruc-
Fively.,

vo the extent that man uses reactivity and his freedom of choice
creatively he 1s approaching the divine. This can be proven mathe-
matically. It can also be shown mathematically how very insignificant
nan is in relation to the entire universe with its estimted millions

of centers of intelligence but the relationship exists nonetheless.
san as an individual, nations and civilizations, all have a collective
intelligence, So it is with tae universe in its entirety. As man
approaches.the upper levels of reactivity, as expressed by the order-
‘y pattern nf development of the universe. he anvroaches the divine.
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January 27, 1960

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Read your article in the January 11th issue
of U. S. News and World Report. Found it very inter-
esting mainly because we are living more and more in
a push-button world.

This, however, I do believe, that man is
undoubtedly superior to the machine since it was first
born in the realm of his own brain.

Do not know how true this statement ig but
have often heard it sald that man actually only uses
one-quarter of his brain power.

Because of your scholastic standing in the
scientific world, possibly you could tell me how would
it be possible for man to utilize or learn to use parts
of his brain that are lying dormant and useless now and
bo what advantage would it serve him 4f he could?

Any comments or suggestions you would care to
make would be very much appreciated. Please use the
enclosed self-addressed envelove when replying.

A "lv + “hg,

GJD/ jt
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MRS. JESSIE B. SHEUERMAN

325 HIGHLAND AVENUE

MOUNT VERNON, N. Y.
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‘“nuary € 19¢0

Prof, Arthur *, Purks
180 Frieze Puildine
The University of ¥ichigan
Ann Arbor, "ichiran

Dear Prof, Pur”

Ae time is drawings near for the Febrvary 23 lecture Prof, Viener
arreed to deliver at your University, we thourht it micht be helnful
in making the neceszary travel arranrerents to find out at what time
on February 23 the lecture has been schedvled, Since he arreed, too.
to rive ar additional, more advanced talk, we would annreciate it
very much if you would let vs Know 1f this bas been nlanned for a sne-
~ific time or if it denends on Prof. "Wiener's choice,

Trank you for your kind offer to arrange transportation on camous
and to assist in any other matter, As Prof, “iener will be {lyine out.
any surcestions you mirht have re gettinc to Arn Arbor will be rreatly
annreciatsd.

n
Mav a hear fro 0hear from =e soon”

-. «

' hem FOUTS,

Eva-¥aria Ritter (Ors.
“-ervetary tn Pref. THener



‘anuary 27, 1960

Mr. Lichtenstern
Gustav Fischer Verlag
Postschliessfach 176
Villengang 2
Jena, Germany

Dear Mr. Lichtenstern:

The Overseas Division of John Wiley ” Sons, Inc., Publisters,
nas forwarded a carbon copy of the letter they wrote to you in re-
sponse to vour interest in translatine mv book CYRERNETICS.

I am indeed interested in seeing it translated into Cerman,
but if you do intend to publish it, there are a few things to con-
sider; 1. (which was your main concern) all rights recarding the
book belong to Hermann &amp; Cie, Paris. I suggest that vou get in touch
with them, as they printed the first edition. 2, Frau Gertrud "alther,
wife of Professor Walther of the Technische Hochschule in Darmstadt, has
done translatiorsofmybooks before, and has previously expressed in-
terest in translating "Cybernetics", but could not find a publisher.
Would you consider contacting her for a translation? 3. TI am working
on a revision of the present book and suggest that if you do get the
translation rights, you wait until the new version has come out.

Wishing you good luck in your undertaking and hoping to hear from
you, I remain

Sincere’ yours,

Norbert Wiener

TWemp



January 27, 19/9

“re. Ernst a. Steinhnff
Prograr Chairman
Southern Ohio Section
american Tocket Society
iveo Cornoration
P.23. lox 1llé-mvendale Plant
Cincirnati 15, Ohio

Dear Mr. Steinnofft

Thank you for your letter of January 19 in which you in-
vited me tn be one of the speukers at the 1Lth Soving Technleal
Conference, I feel honored indeed to be asked to act as chairman
on the panel on "Can Computers Cutetalnk Human Beings"; unforiunaiely
however, I am so heavily loaded up with lectures, scientific articles
ard my own research work that I find it impessible te accept your
invitation.

I see yon have a fine list of sneakers, Pleare accent my
rest wishes Jor a successiul cong er.

Sincere VOLTSov voi

Norbert Liener

x



THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN

ANN ARBOR

January 28, 1. LO)

rrofessor Norbert Wiener
Institute Professor
2/0 Department of Mathematics
Vassachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge 39, Mass.

Dear Professor Wiener:

We have scheduled your University lecture for 4:15 p.m. on
the afternoon of the 23rd. For the more informal (but more technical)
liscussion two alternatives suggest themselves: (i) the evening of
Tuesday, February 23, 8:00 p.m. (ii) the morning of Wednesday, February
2h, 9:00 a.m. If either of these times is satisfactory or if you would
like to suggest an alternative would you inform us of your choice?
\1so could you supply us with a title for you University lecture?

Would you like us to make arrangements for a room at the

Michigan Union for the night of Tuesday, February 23? If I can help
you in this or in any other way, please let me know--

 0 AM!
John H. Holland

Logic of Computers Group
1001 Angell Hall

JHH: af



DJ. HAMNER
DIRECTOR

V. A. MALEY

MANAGER

©. E. BUCKLEY
ASSISTANT MANAGER

1. G. PATRICK
CHIEF GEOPHYSIC'

v. M. RUST

ASSISTANT CHIEF GEOPHYSICIST

V. R. FEATHER
CHIEF, GEOPHYSICS COORDINATION

t. R. THOMPSON

CHIEF, GEOPHYSICS RESEARCH

A. SMITH
THIEF, GEOPHYSICS ENGINEERING

HuMBLE OiL &amp; REFINING COMPANY
EXPLORATION DEPARTMENT

HousTON 1. TEXAS

January 29, 1960

R. R. Thompson
P. 0. Box 2180
N-351 Houston Research Center

Dr. Norbert Wiener
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts

Dear Dr. Wiener:

Since returning to Texas, I have thought a great deal about your book, "The
Tempter." I don't know how the sales are going here in the Southwest, but I have
prompted two bookstores in Houston to get copies of it by way of persuading friends
nf mine that they should go down to their bookstore and get a copy. My daughter
informs me that there is a copy in the library at the senior high school which
she attends. Thus you see that the book is making progress here.

I am now convinced that I recognize the main characters: Woodbury is Oliver
Heaviside; Dominguez is Michael Pupin; and, Williams Controls is the Bell
Telephone Company. The other characters I do not recognize and I wonder if all
of them are real.

I will always remember the pleasure of the brief chats I had with you at the
Faculty Club and the very interesting experience of hearing you tell about writing
the novel in your talk to our group at Endicott House. I sincerely hope that I
Nill get back to M.I.T. and get a chance to talk with you again at a future date.
[f you should get to Houston, I would certainly enjoy the opportunity of showing
you around our research laboratory and telling you something about the way we
attempt to use the physical sciences in exploring for oil.

Yours ’ncere' ,

 RT: mg
ThomUE



January 30, 1960

ST, Jasuin Lpstuan,
random House, Inc,
437 Uulison avenue
Tew York 272. N. Y.

 dit ar

Neer Joeont

I just received the enclosed letter, Can you tell me anything
about te clreusStences under which this company acqulred rights in
ry novel and whether by any chance Mrs, valther is the tra-slator?
sen you also let me know Îf trere are other translatic-s connleted
or under ray

I am thoroughly satisfied with the wav the book is selling and
is accepted, I now It von't ve a estes" i-r, hut it is far from ‘

failvres. I do arain wish to express to you my greiitude for your
ancourarement. end your very ood and =onsitive editing,

41h rest wishes fron hou-e to Louse

Circere” “" OUTES,

Sorbert iener

1
t

‘nclosure
+
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Personality: Globe-Trotter With Easy Pace
Love Takes World
Textile Interests

in Stride

Head of Burlington
Industries First a

Family Man

By WILLIAM M. FREEMAN keep Lhe relative produetivitsadvantage it has enjoyed until
Lela Love, now 8 years old, recently. Others in Asia and in

and her sister, Spencie, just Europe are catching up fast.
about 10 by now, recall vividly There is an artificial advantage,
zhe day the living room was all a subsidy in buying our cotton
moved this way and that. at less than we pay for it and

They peeked in to see the returning finished goods for
strange goings-on, and Yousuf less than we can sell them for.”
Karsh, the distinguished Ca- With the company’s approach
nadian photographer who has broadened, as indicated in the
claims to fame other than his name, Burlington Industries, re-
portrait of a scowling Winston placing the earlier name of
Churchill, turned his camera Burlington Mills Corporation,
around, were there any further plans

He was there—in a good-size for expansion?
nouse at Greensboro, N, C.—to This brought a smile and a
rake a picture of J. Spencer ready answer, to the effect that
Love, chairman of Burlington there were no plans for any
ndustries, one of the world’s further acquisitions or mergers,
argest textile organizations. at least for a while, until “di-
This was serious business, but gestion” had taken its course.

he entrance = feLiegiggling Was there any single factor
gis changed all thal. responsible for the return of the
, Mr. Karsh took pictures of textile industry from the all-
ela and Spencie (whose full too-recent days of weeping and
lame is Cornelia Spencer wailing to the present prosper-
uove), and their father couldn’t ity, with customers being asked
lave Deen moredelighted. The to wait until the third quarter
reasures picture is one of his or later for deliveries of some
Mr. Love, although a family popular cotton constructions?

nan first, is a leader of the Balance Improved
extile industry, keenly alert to ' “The period of adjustment
ts ups and downs. Burlington following the war is not yet
most recently was in the news. In an easy-going conversa-|acting on the latest information over,” Mr. Love said, “but the
last week when a proposal to|tion, touching on a hundred|available. balance is vastly improved. It
merge Burlington with James subjects and proving that con-| The son of a mathematics pro-itook this long for the domestic
Lees &amp; Sons Company, rug versation itself was by no/fessor at Harvard, he took ajindustry to catch up with the
manufacturer, was announced lost y gq/B- A. degree there and studied three-shift operation that start.

Global Enterprise Maas= Jot ani, er other also at the Harvard Graduate|ed in 1939. This country supplied
His home Is in Greensboro, ie inaries who grace à the Em. School of Business. He left for|all the textiles the war made

out he ‘is obliged ‘to movelpire. He discussed in detail the war service and was promoted necessary, and now consumption
around often and fast in the troubles of the textile industry, to Major in the Army ri Europe. is catching up.
course of his work, directing its recent gains and its long- îtte now a ¢ vist ne com-| Burlington has no plan to go
3urlington = Industries, the term trials, and more than once| tee at the Harvard David. into a truly vertical operation,
world’s largest producer of man- he returned to the subject of Sohal a iL trustee of ai q|making fiber, fabric and fin-
made fiber fabrics, which em-lhis family and his home life. 32? pores, Ay Sow hp, and ished goods plus consumer prod-
ploys some 60,000 persons in 123| He was at his New York of ot t ‘chapel HAL N Ouh Caro: ucts, It does turn out hosiery
dlants in seventeen states and poo onlv for the day. In à mat.lina, " te d'in peopl e Ss under the well-known Bur-Mil
‘our foreign countries. The' ~~ Yours he was ap y in or oe hirr Pas Son trade name, but in the main it
giant concern, one of the first . "yo on his wav to Philadel) eos 5 of skille.àt chile wi ha concentrates on supplying goods
0° use rayon, reported its as- ‘pia to confer an Joseph L are ni SkiLe extile eh Olto apparel manufacturers and
sets as of last Oct. 8 at §525,- Rastwick, president of a share = in crest tnte hoa l0N converters, who sell to makers
719,091, with earnings in the|Lees iL ere he was to go Ps eyon e texlile IN-|of consumer end-products.
iscal year ended last Oct. 3.on to a meeting of theBusiness qu D ni in: di There are worries ahead, in
Of $27,642,895 on sales of 5805- à qvisory Com îttee an unof. He is highly vocal in discus-|Mr. Love’s view, and not the
£50,222. ‘icial group of leading indus-| 918 trends in the textile in-least of them is the rise of

Mr. Love does not indicate rialists, in Washington, After| wr Joona 1 2Pparent tiatimodern textile plants abroad.
any great pressure, In a quiet, hat he would be on his way long study na Shor? Boe ns especially in Hong Kong, in
-ambling talk in his office the ‘o'Greensboro, and from there L£ Goyominent servie 2 Dur; |Osaka and in cities in Germany
other day there was no sigh 5, his home in Palm Beach &gt; SySrimen service In World and elsewhere, ; ;
‘hat busy hours were ahead, Ila, with a return to his desk ©" tion ON the walls of his office as
&gt;xcept for a brace of heavily n New York planned ‘for to-|_ HOW does foreign competitionihe spoke were pictures of
oacked briefcases near his desk. morrow. affect domestic producers?  |Spencie and Lela and a portrait

The desk is in an unpreten- ; “Like others in the textile in-|of his father, the late James
ious office on the sixteenth Thoughts Racing dustry,” he said, crossing a{Lee Love. There are two boys,
floor of 1430 Broadway, the Except for the two briefcases|long leg in a simply-outfitted Charles, 14, and Martin, 12, at
structure that not long ago re- standing ready, Mr. Love does combination living room-meet- home, and four sons by an
laced the Empire Theatre. Mr. not give the impression of being|ing- area adjoining his office, earlier marriage, James Spen-
Love is well aware of the the-|in a hurry, although he speaks|“I am very much concerned|cer, Robert Lee. Richard and
atrical history of the site and of quickly, with his thoughts{about the threat of foreign Julian.
lis cConcern’s part in taking |seeming to race ahead, He likes/competition from  low-wage| Mr. Love seems to like the
yver the Empire as the theatre [flying, using a company plane, |areas. competition of the market place
continued its northward march, [but he chooses the best means|. “The problem is not that of|— he thinks the textile industry
ind the textile industry beganiof travel available. He studies|the textile industry alone but|is one of the most competitive
0 take up residence in the|weather reports and makes his|of the entire economy. I do not|in the economy — but his heart
Zarties decisions at +ha Igct minnta ‘haliava tha TTnitad Qtqteq ~gnliq rlaarly with tha children
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